The Psychopolitics of (And Psychotherapy Required By) Neoliberalism
Bert Olivier | Psychotherapy and Politics International

"This paper focuses on the currently hegemonic economic system in the world known as neoliberal capitalism or neoliberalism. It attempts to gauge the neoliberal psychopolitics accompanying the unfolding and reinforcement of neoliberalism - as well as the psychological impact this has on individuals worldwide."

From the History of Consumption To the History of Capitalism
Lawrence B Glickman | History Workshop Journal

"Trentmann's argument is that the consumer identity trumps all others in the modern world, and that to comprehend that world requires us to make sense of how that identity emerged... [Yet] what does it mean to say that 'we' are consumers more than workers, when most people around the world are both?"

Eventocracy: Media and Politics in Times of Aspirational Fascism
Rohan Kalyan | Theory & Event

"Eventocracy, or rule by event, describes the strategic manipulation of media events to gain political advantage. This essay examines the eventocratic rise of Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi from 2002 to 2014. It... analyzes four key events in this time period that served to establish Modi’s popular base while cultivating an expanding political subjectivity around the ideologies of Hindu nationalism and economic globalization."

Technology, Law, and Annihilation: Carl Schmitt’s Critique of Utopianism
Joshua Smeltzer | Journal of the History of Ideas

"By drawing from Schmitt’s postwar notebooks, this article reconstructs Schmitt’s criticism of utopian political thought as part of his broader critique of technicity... Schmitt’s concern with utopianism is revealed to lie at the center of his postwar thought and thereby offers a new prism through which to interpret his theory of international politics and the law of nations."

“Tough Love”: The Political Theology of Civil Disobedience
Alexander Livingston | Perspectives on Politics

"Love is a key concept in the theory and history of civil disobedience yet it has been purposefully neglected in recent debates in political theory... I offer a critical interpretation of love as a key concept in a vernacular black political theology, and the consequences of love's displacement by law in liberal theories of civil disobedience."

Historicizing Freud: Autopsy Or Reincarnation?
John E. Toews | Modern Intellectual History

"The publication between 2014 and 2017 of four substantial historical biographies of Sigmund Freud raises a number of questions... of interest to intellectual and cultural historians. Both Freud's reputation as a pioneering empirical investigator and brilliant theorist of human subjectivity... have been declining for a number of decades."

Reconfiguring the Deserving Refugee: Cultural Categories of Worth and the Making of Refugee Policy
Talia Shiff | Law & Society Review

"... In the United States, lawmakers drew on the concept of immutability - the notion that to be worthy of protection you must be targeted on account of traits beyond your control to change - to distinguish between undeserving Central Americans fleeing civil wars and gang violence, and deserving women subjected to gender violence."
The Emergence of Modern Emotional Power: Governing Passions in the French Grand Siècle
Daniel Pereira Andrade | Theory and Society

"Passions emerged as an object of government through the statement that passions and not inactive reason were the true drivers of human action... The idea that the commerce of selfish passions in the market could promote social peace and material progress cleared the path for the acceptance of a concupiscent order."

Whose Citizenship? Social Conflict Over Property in the United States
Harvey M. Jacobs | Social Policy and Society

"... This article presents an interpretive history of citizenship claims to land and property from the colonial period to the present, [emphasizing] an ever expanding realm of citizenship claims against the individual owner... The future likely holds increased conflict in an era of social and political polarisation."

Thinking Racial Capitalism and Black Radicalism From Africa: An Intellectual Geography of Cedric Robinson’s World-System
Yousuf Al-Bulushi | Geoforum

"Recent writing on race and capitalism in geography and related fields has taken much inspiration from the work of Cedric Robinson. Yet the specificity of his most important concepts—racial capitalism and black radicalism—remains somewhat underdeveloped in the conversations surrounding the resurgence of his work..."

The Wage Penalty of Regional Accents
Jeffrey Grogger | University of Chicago

"...All of our estimators show that speaking with a distinctive regional accent reduces wages by an amount that is comparable to the gender wage gap. We also find that workers with distinctive regional accents tend to sort away from occupations that demand high levels of face-to-face contact, consistent with various occupational sorting models."

Killing in the Slums: Social Order, Criminal Governance, and Police Violence in Rio De Janeiro
Beatriz Magaloni, Edgar Franco-Vivanco, et al | American Political Science Review

"State interventions against organized criminal groups (OCGs) sometimes work to improve security, but often exacerbate violence. To understand why, this article offers a theory about criminal governance in five types of criminal regimes... These differ according to whether criminal groups confront or collude with state actors, abuse or cooperate with the community, and hold a monopoly or contest territory with rival OCGs."
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